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Panthers win 5th straight 
radUate o·ean Hadwiger resigns 
Dave Shanks and Lori Miller 
Kenneth Hadwiger, dean of : the 
.uate school and research, an-
1ced Monday he will resign that 
effective June 30, 1978, to resume 
:hing duties in the Speech­
.unications Department. 
Hadwiger, dean since 1976, was 
1vailable for comment Monday, but 
1ident Daniel E. Marvin said the 
.ation was due in part to dis­
:ment between Hadwiger and him 
:ming Marvin's  reorganization 
''There has been considerable dis-
1ion about the reorganization plans · 
have advanced, which call for two. 
· als Ken does not fully support, ' '  
in said. 
Marvin said those proposals are to 
'"· up research from the graduate 
11 and to authorize the graduate 
to supervise off-campus graduate 
would be 
Kenneth Haclwiger 
difficult for him to work under the 
proposal I made and he felt it would be 
better if he returned to the class­
room, " Marvin said. 
Although Marvin said the dis­
agreement was involved in Hadwiger' s 
decision, he also said that he ''talked 
·es tied a ward , 
1tern heavyweight wrestler Dave Klemm receives his All-American award 
his coach, Ron Clinton, and Athletic Director Mike Mullally during halftime 
1nday's basketball game. Klemm, who received his award .for his national 
1pionship last season, was one of several· Eastern athletes to get an All· 
:an award. See story on page 12. (NE;!ws photo by Bob Nasenbeny} 
, with Ken and there are good feelings 
between us." 
''Some points he made are strong 
points and some points I made are 
strong points, "  Marvin said. 
"In a couple of years we will 
probably both look back and say 'I told 
, you so, ' " he added. 
Marvin also said Hadwiger did 
"quite a good job building up the 
graduate program.' ' . 
Hadwiger, in a release, said he is 
pleased with the progress the graduate 
programs made during his tenure as 
dean. 
' 'The Council on Graduate Studies 
and I have made significant progress 
ili some matters relating to graduate 
study. ' '  Hadwiger said., 
· 
"'In the ·research program, the 
Council on Faculty Research, As­
sociate Dean Scott, and I have tried to 
encourage a rtuinber of faculty mem­
bers who have exceptional research 
capabilities." 
"The faculty' s  response to the 
research and externally sponsored 
programs has been gratifying, " he 
added. 
Marvin indicated a· search com­
mittee to find a new graduate dean will 
be established in mid-March, and that 
he hopes a new dean will be chosen by 
fall. 
. . 
' 'It is my intention to open the 
position up for both external and 
internal candidates , "  Marvin said. 
Marvin also said he will consult with 
the University Personnel Committee 
before making a. final decision on the 
makeup of the search committee. 
- Hadwiger served as .acting graduate 
dean in 1975-76 just prior to his 
appointment to that post. 
He has also served as assistant dean 
and acting dean of the college of arts 
and sciences ,  and, before that,  taught 
in the Speech-Communications De­
partment. 
Hadwiger came to Eastern in-1974. 
Marvin c·ontemplates 
Union, housing hike 
by Dave Shanks 
President Daniel E .  Marvin said 
Monday he will make a decision on the 
establishment of a University Union 
operating fee in the next Jew days and 
that he ihtends to approve an increase 
in housing rates : 
· Marvin said he met Friday with Vice 
President for Student Affairs Glenn 
Williams, Bill Clark, area head of the 
Union, Housing Director Lou Hen­
cken, student Financial Vice President 
Tom Dersch and Residence Hall 
President Rod Hasler. 
The six discussed the recom­
mendation of the Bond Revenue 
Committee which called for the 
establishment of an $8.25 per semester 
operating fee effective in the fall of 1978. 
Also discussed were recom­
mendations for a $72 per year housing 
increase and a $4.75 per month in:. 
crease in married student housing rates . 
Marvin said he will approve both 
housing increases. Those increases, as 
well as the establishment of the- bona 
revenue fee, rriust then be approved by 
the Board of Governors and will take 
effect in the fall of 1 978. 
A Union operating fee will be used 
to offset rising costs. and to ease or 
eliminate next year's anticipated 
operating deficit of over $225,000. 
· 
" I  thought· our meeting was very 
beneficial for me and ·I listened with 
care to Tom Dersch's proposals and to 
his approach-to resolve what is clearly 
' 
an operating deficit in the University 
Union,'' Marvin said. 
At that meeting, Dersch explained 
the ratiOnale behind recommending a 
lower fee of $8.25 rather than the 
$ 1 0.20 fee which was also discussed by 
the Bond Revenue Committee. 
Under Dersch's proposal, the $8.25 
would offset operating costs of the 
Union with the exception of about 
$37,000 which would be an operating 
deficit. 
· 
The money to pay that operating 
deficit , under the proposal , would 
come from the bond revenue surplus, 
which has been greatly decreased over 
the past two years. 
If the Union made a profit in the 
next three years, the surplus would be 
reimbursed the amount borrowed to 
pay the deficit. 
Dersch has said that he favors a 
lower fee because he believes the Union 
can make a profit in three years with 
sqund management. 
The higlier fee would also cause a 
surplus to accumulate, he said, which 
could create additional Union expenses 
simply because the money would be 
available for use. 
Dersch added that the fee might not 
be reduced. when the Union does make 
a profit. 
"While I have not made a decision 
on the proposal, 1 find problems with 
Vi.ce President Dersch's proposal in 
(See MARVIN, page 8) 
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Te n tative co ntract offered 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The striking United Mine Workers and a major 
independent coal company reached a tentative contract settlement Monday that 
could set a pattern for an industrywide agreement to end the 77-day coal strike. 
But Carter administration officials cautioned that major roadblocks remained 
and began testing congressional sentiment for legislation to force an end to the 
strike. 
Officials said Carter's options for intervening in the strike incl'1de one or a 
combination of the following: invoking the Taft-Hartly Act ordering miners 
back to work, seeking legislation for a temporary federal seizure of the mines 
or legislation imposing binding arbitration to dictate contract terms. 
Fuel plan may b e  adopted 
SPRINGFIELD , III. (AP) - Central Illinois Public Service Co. customers who 
use too much power during the coal strike could have their electricity shut off 
for the rest of the strike , under an emergency fuel plan before the Illinois 
Commerce Commission. 
Sam Poe, CIPS spokesman, said the · utility submitted the plan last week to 
the ICC asking for major new powers to keep enough coal supplies on hand to 
last at least 27 days. 
The plan calls for a 5 percent power cutback by the utility's  generators, 
voluntary cutbacks by customers and more drastic measures such as automatic 
blackouts for selected areas for up to four hours a day and complete power 
shutoffs to abusers, Poe said. 
· 
Cypriots release hostages 
NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) - The Greek Cypriot government says it is rel�asing 
the Egyptian commandos who survived their abor tive attempt at a Cypriot 
airport to capture the killers of one of President Anwar Sadat's chief 
spokesmen. But it rejected Egypt's requ�st to send the two Arab assassins to 
Cairo for trial. 
Interior Minister Christodoulos Benjamin told a news conference that the 
captured Egyptian soldiers would be allowed to return home with their arms. 
The two terrorists, who were holding 11 Arabs hostage aboard a Cypriot 
airliner after a futile· attempt to find refuge in the Arab world, surrendered to 
the plane crew as soon as the shooting started. 
Soviets: Haldeman lied 
MOSCOW (AP) - The Soviet government says H.R. Haldeman's report that it 
pl9tted a nuclear attack on China in 1969 and asked the United States to join un 
is "false through and through." 
Attacking the U.S. press� a "Tass statement" issued Sunday by the official 
Soviet news agency, said: ' ' It is only those who have provacative purposes-and 
who have no regard either for realities or simply for common sense-who can 
pick up and spread such vicious allegations. " 
Oswald a _spy-Epstei n  
NEW YORK (AP) - Lee Harvey Oswald may have provided the Soviet Union 
with secret information about the American U-2 plane, enabling it to shoot 
down Francis Gary Powers' spy plane in 1960, according to a new book by 
author Edward Jay Epstein. 
Epstein also says in his book, "Legend: The Secret World of Lee Harvey 
Oswald,'' that.the FBI, anxious to support its finding that Oswald acted alone 
. in the assassination of President John F. Kennedy, relied upon statements of a 
Russian defector who may have been a Soviet se.cret agent trying to dispel any 
connection ,between Oswald and Soviet intelli�ence. 
· .Bats ·dr_ive sctlool. batty 
SAVANNAH. Ga. (AP).- The principal of a Savannah high school where staff 
and pupils have killed about 700 bats this month said Monday he feels humans 
are win1_1ing the battle against- the flying furry i;nammal�: 
"Today we found only four," ·said Richard Mole, principal of Beach High 
School. On ·Friday. 20 bats were killed. 
Trouble began about. three weeks ago when a basketball game had to be 
delayed because bats-which have been living in the attic. for years-were buzzing 
spectators. 
-
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Taiwan's "tremendous emphasis on 
:ucation" and its problems concem­
education were two of the mem­
'1es President Daniel E. Marvin has 
ied back to the U.S.  from his visit 
Taiwan tWo weeks ago. 
Marvin recently described his eight 
1y trip to Taiwan, which included 
··s t o  several university and ele-
1tary schools ,  dinners and confer­
s with university and education 
lcials and occasional sightseeing 
through Taiwan' s  major mus­
s. 
Mirvin, who visited several major 
· ·e rsiti es,  one elementary school, 
one junior high, said he found that 
the emphasis and process of 
.cat ion is different in Taiwan. 
In contrast to American universities, 
':h are now actively seeking enroll-
1ts, the biggest problem of Taiwan 
President Daniel E. Marvin 
schools is "keeping people out ,"  
Marvin said. 
''The selectivity there is pretty first 
class due to the large numbers of 
3 
Tai,wan ... 
people who want to go to school , "  seem to "do nothing but study. "  
Marvin said. "We visited a school which was on 
"Everyone is required to take a vacation, but there was a classroom of 
national test, from which only two children ·studying with a tutor. They 
percent ·go on to a university, "  he came on a holiday to study, "  he said. 
added. Most Taiwan ·schools are large, 
At the Taiwan Normal school , which Marvin said, including two he visited, 
is Taiwan's  largest teachers '  college, . a junior high with 7,000 children and 
10,090 students receive free tuition an elementary school with 22,000. 
and a salary on the condition they "The size of the schools was a 
teach for five years after graduation, surprise, but they appeared to be of 
Marvin said. good, high quality, "  Marvin said. 
However, even the elementary stu- "They were well-equipped, well 
dents are geared from the beginning to staffed, had a good library, and they 
academic success, Marvin said. were wall to wall people , "  he added. 
Each child must pass a test to Although the overcrowding appears 
advance from elementary to junior to cause ... some problems," Marvin 
high school to senior high school to . said that "what goes on in the 
college, Marvin said. . classroom is pretty good quality. "  
"They just test everywhere , "  he' Marvin also said he had "quite a bit 
added. ' of contact with Taiwan students, "  who 
As a result of this competition, he said continually asked him for 
Marvin said Taiwan school ch;ldren help on how they could cmre to Arrerica. 
.. and presents administrativ_e plan changes 
Sae I.elbforth -
)>resident Daniel E. Marvin will 
:nt hi s changes in his administra-
reorganization plans to the Faculty 
:eat 2 p .m. Tuesday in the Union 
ition Tuscola-Arcola Room. 
'The presentation will consist of 
·a1 that the president plans to 
.t to the Board of Governor' s  
) meeting on March 16 ,"  Robert 
, senate chairperson, said Mon-
changes are minor variations 
·Marvin's original proposals and. 
are based on a report submitted by the 
senate after reviewing his policies .  
The president will present material 
in two areas: proposals for change in 
the number and duties of the vice 
presidents and . in the business office and 
academic development, Shuff said. 
The senate formed subcommittees 
last fall to examine the different 
sections of Marvin' s  proposals, and 
sent a senate report suggesting speci- • 
fie changes in his plans to Marvin at 
the end of last semester. 
The report stated that before Mar-
1artial shutdown possible 
coaf·strike- continues 
Nasenbeny and Marcel Bright 
the nationwide coal strike con­
and ·central Illinois Public · 
'cCIPS) coal reserve dwindles 
could face a partial shutdown 
near. future, Harley Holt, vice 
:nt of business affairs, said 
y. 
.e strike continues someone (at 
. will have to make a decision on 
' ·shutdown," Holt said. 
said that although CIPS has 
airly optimistic about the out� 
f the ·coal strike, Eastern is 
'ng efforts to conserve as a 
of policy. 
Poe, CIPS public relations 
rson in Springfield, said 
1y CIPS is "presently main­
our 25-27 day inventory for 
Illinois." 
r shipments continue to come 
we expect, there should be no 
with our coal supplies ,"  Poe 
It is costing the consumers more 
because we are forced to buy 
:tate coal, " he added. "We are 
to offset this price increase to 
:umer with an increase over the 
months." 
:'ve asked for voluntary· cut­
from non-residential customers 
more than 500 kilowatts a day, 
are your big  industrial 
s," Poe said: 
in Charleston has filed a 
with the Charleston Chamber 
erce for mandatory cutbacks 
pplies become crucial. 
"Our supply is low,"  CIPS District 
Superintendent ,. Merle . Myerscough, 
said Monday. 
"We've asked customers to cut back 
voluntarily and the city has removed 
some of the street lights in an attempt 
to conserve energy, "  Myerscough said . 
Poe· . said the non-residential 
customers, such as industries, wil l  be 
asked first to make mandatory cut­
backs at 25 percent of their normal 
usage. 
Schools, libraries and city offices 
will be asked second to make cutbacks 
at 50 percent of their normal usage, 
Poe said. · 
Everett Alms, superintendent of 
Eastern's physical plant, said Monday 
Eastern's decision on a shutdown is 
" strictly governed" by CIPS' reaction 
to the coal strike. 
Alms said Eastern has made several 
moves· to conserve energy, including 
turning thermostats down, turning 
every other light in the classroom 
buildings off and "just asking people 
to conserve. "  
"Those buildings that have a 
thermostat have had it turned down, " 
Alms said.  "The ones that don't have a 
single thermostat are the ones we really 
can't control . "  
Alms said that the Union addition is 
one area that the physical plant cannot 
control . 
"Each of those 'rooms have in­
dividual thermostats, and people who 
use the rooms are always changing the 
settings , "  he said . 
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vin's  plans "are sub'mitted to the 
Board of Governors , careful consider­
ation be given to the overall effects in 
terms of cost efficiency, growth of 
administrative. structure and ·faculty 
morale. " 
It also called for cost estimates ,  and 
questioned a proposed increase in 
administrative positions. 
· 
The report also asked Marvin for 
more specific definitions dealing with 
non-traditional education and the 
extent of university involvement in 
those programs, and discussed several 
Ma Bell's boys· 
changes in the role of graduate 
programs. 
Shuff said that Marvin will discuss 
these minor variations in his plans, 
along with administrative job positions. 
"He will also bring a cost sheet to 
show the financial impact of imple­
menting these plans, "  he added. 
Marvin was unavailable for com­
ment Monday. 
In other business , the senate will 
receive and varify petitions for its 
March 16 faculty committee and 
council elections. 
Students who have never known what lip lock is keep Illinois telephone 
workers Denny Duncan and Claire McCall busy installing a new cable. (News 
photo by Craig Stockel) 
. '· , . � .. , , , ,  . . . . .  - . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. - � .. �- ;• 
Efforts should be used elsewher 
Efforts by some members of student 
government to support the proposed 
$8.25 bond revenue fee increase, 
however warranted the hike may be, is an 
example of misplaced priorities. 
Editorial 
-
petition drive in support of the $8.25 
increase seems hollow in the light of 
senate's unwillingness to find out why 
are supporting the increase by quest' 
Clark and Williams. 
While we credit those responsible for 
taking the initiative to support a lower fee, 
we believe their efforts could be better 
routed in other areas .. 
commission, items which students have a 
chance to decide for themselves. 
If student government is that interested 
in the bond revenue fee hike-and we are 
glad some of its members seem to be 
concerned with the issue-why did only 
·we doubt that many of the st 
supporters of the $8.25 fee increa 
familiar enough with the Union's ope 
and its budget to be qualified to I 
petition drive in favbr of the hike. Based on comments by some ad­
ministrators-Vice President for Student 
Affairs Glenn Williams, for one-their 
dec.ision on the fee will not be affected by 
t h e  p e t i t i o n s .  
··five of 28 student senators attend a 
meeting last week with the area head of 
the Union, Bill Clark, and his superior, Vice 
President for Stu dent Affairs Glenn 
Williams? 
However, those same student se 
are able to start and have begun work 
legal service and a statewide lob 
commission, things which would be of 
Student energy could better be spent in 
several ways, such as ·developing a 
student legal aid service, informing 
students of the March state primary 
election and forming an Illinois lobbying 
The incredibly poor attendance at that 
meeting is indicative of the senate's ap­
parent lack of respo.nsibility, and the 
benefit to students. 
We hope student government will 
on those .issues with the zeal and 
thusiasm display�d by some in sup 
the bond revenue fee increase. 
tNIDBJlJHWfiliMW&:#A@fili . .  tHI . H li'U 
IM sign up 
Editor, . 
Being an employee of the I.M. 
Office, and a racquetball player, I 
would like to respond to Miss Koza­
kiewicz' s letter .concerning the system 
. of racquetball and tennis court signup. 
We realize that this system is 
perhaps not one of the b�st, but it is 
the only one we are able to use right 
now considering the resources with 
which we have to work and that it is 
often very difficult ''changing horses 
in the middle of the stream. ' '  
One reason why there are not too 
many available courts is because 
racquetball has become so popular 
that there are now 15 racquetball 
classes and that takes up all the 
morning hours and many of the 
afternoon hours Monday through 
Thursday. 
Another reason for the unavailabil­
ity of courts is that there are people 
who come in and sign up 3-4 names at 
one time. These are students too! 
It is virtually impossible for the IM 
Office to stand watch over everyone as 
they sign up. 
We'd like to think people would be 
fair and honest. Apparently they are 
not. 
If you are playing in the IM 
tournament_ why don't you have your 
partner or opponent sign up for the 
court . That would solve your 8 a .m. 
class dilemma. 
As far as tennis courts go, Varsity 
athletics has ·the fieldhouse until 8 
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Letters to the Editor 
· Eas�ern News has the right 
freedom of the press to print wh� 
want in the paper. 
I 'm talking about what seems 
disrespect on the part of some " 
p .m. Monday, Tuesday· and Thursday a study of students here at Eastern; · orities" during the playing of 
and until 7 p.m. Wednesday and and, while he did not use· the terms National Anthem and school 
Friday, and there are only four courts. "top of the line models" ahd "junk- basketball games . 
The Century Club members have paid yard shopping ,"  he did argue that girl These "minorities" ap 
for their privileges to use these courts - students here were on a higher level , don't want to have anything to do 
just as the students have. intellectually, socially, and morally, our country or school at those 
Whether you agree or not, century than students of the other sex. but yet demand and expect the 
dubbers have made a contribution to· Since then, the debunking of sacred newspaper to bend its back in 
the University; many support EIU far cows. has continued apace until today ing with their demands. 
beyond the $100 or more they contri- not even Last Tango in Paris nor dorm If these "minorities" woul4 
bute to Athletics . Not all are from toilets escape attack. some news,  well , I have some 
Charleston either. It is perhaps both logical and earwitness news for them. 
We've tried to come up with a dialetical that this process go on and Last Saturday night when 
system of signing up for courts that on into utopia. 
· played Tennessee State I was 
will be beneficial for everybody, but it But male logic has never been a embarrassed and saddened 
seems that no matter what system we sacred cow for women, and it behooves · actions of Tenneess State's Co 
come up with , trere Will be sorooone to gripe. us to recognize Jhat the. academic and didn't seem to. give a (explitivet 
If _you can come up with any financial vfa�ilit! of Eastern depe!lds went on in front of him on the 
suggestions for a new sign-up system on our contmumg to attract pnma He seemed much more inte 
let us know. IM OFFICE: 581-2821 ,  donnas . insulting the fans, the refs,· 
147 Lantz. E. P. Colbert Eddy, Mike Mullally and any 
Just. remember, we only have so who was within earshot. 
much money to work with and our He L ;·ned around on n 
budget is running pretty tight so if Mi n 0 r i ty a c ti 0 n 5 occasions and screamed at fans your suggestion costs money, some ly high schoolers and not the 
other phase of the total IM/Recreation rowdies) that he would kick all 
program will probably be cut. . Editor, (explitive) if they would only 
Kathy Costello In regards to the letter to the editor down on the court. 
Intramural Secretary in the Feb . 14 issue of the Eastern He continually told his play 
News entitled "Minority Rights" I feel they were a bunch of "fools" 
Prima donnas 
Editor, 
Not long ago Gerhard Ditz, then 
Head of the Sociology department, did 
there are a few things that need to be they should kick our (explitives) 
said but have not been said yet. court as well . I feel that the 
I feel that if certain "Minority" most of the ball game for T 
groups have the right and the freedom State in his ignorance of 
to show what seems to be disrespect .manners, and that my fri 
not only for this great country of ours "Minority News." 
but this great school as well , then the Name withheld on 
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like to be treated. eel like dancin' Let·te rs to the Editor A
s the Golden Rule states- "Do 
unto others as you would have them do 
unto you. " 
:or, 
.t ention Eastern Students! Have you 
hearing advertisements concern­
the Eastern Seal Dance-a-thon 
:ly? Would you llke to know more? 
This twenty-four hour Dance-a-thon, 
sored by Easter Seals, Residence 
Association, and Youth for Easter 
s, will support service programs 
handicapped children and adults .  
It will be held at the Charleston 
'iday Inn from- 9 A.M. Saturday, 
ary 25 till 9 A.M. Sunday, 
ary 26 and anyone can partici-
Dancers need not dance the entire 
1ty-four hours . Simply pick up a 
1r sheet from your RHA repre-
1tative and have at least $20 of total 
sorship to participate . Prizes will 
awarded and refreshments will be 
hand for all sponsored dancers. 
If you don't want to dance for 
sors, you can pay $1 cover charge 
st i ll attend the festivities. Eastern_ 
always had an excellent turnout for 
blood drives, so come on and show 
spirit for Easter Seals I 
Corne on students, get involved! 
idence Hall Association has . 
They have put up $50 of their funds· 
challenged all social fraternities 
sororities to match that amount. 
Eastern Seal Dance-a-thon will be 
event to remember and we promise 
a good time! 
Cathy Lentz 
Carman Hall RHA Representative 
inority-news 
' 
reply to Alhassan's letter: 
you were aware of American 
and tradition you would not be 
· d by the limited amount of 
coverage of minority events. 
· is one of the numerous reasons 
every non-white American . 
has been forced to farm a 
lture. (The only alternative 
be to have our children grow· 
subject to white values, habitu­
' illusions, etc. , etc.) 
i s  self-evident that we are not 
·ed nor recognized as having a 
in American societies "status 
beli eve) Ralph Ellision summed it 
in his novel and analogy ''The 
1)e Man." 
outstanding example in his book 
topoint out that th�y don't see us! 
sequently the conscious is free 
1y obligation, it is that which is 
,ible." 
If you want to be a member of those 
select · few of minorities who have 
access to our democratic press, try 
robbing a bank, or raping a 78 year 
old, crippled, white woman. 
Criminal activity is the bulk of 
minority coverage here in the U.S. 
This is to our majority The News.  
There is  a more than comprehended 
need for a minority press in, institu­
tions such as E.I. U. as well as 
throughout this entire country. 
But such a press would not be an 
implement of and for the majority of 
our American society, therefore our 
activity would undoubtedly be sub­
versive. 
. We don't want to be revolutionaries 
now do we? 
Gregory Lewis 
Union art 
Editor, 
Granted, art is different things to 
many people .  
Some are realists . who only enjoy 
artistic expressions that in some way 
parallel a form of reality. 
Some favor more abstract forms of 
art, and though these expressions 
often have no obvious likeness to any 
identifiable object, they can be pleas­
ing in their shape, color, or simply 
their composition. 
But if the display, currently in the 
:Union walkway, can be considered art, 
t}1en a pile of cow manure should be 
.entitled the same consideration. 
To me it is an insult, an embarras­
sing sight of nothing but pure junk ,  a 
mess the smallest of children could 
produce. 
Hopefully it will soon be hauled 
away by the big trucks that remove the 
rest of the Union's  trash. 
Brian Furrow 
Do unto others 
Editor, 
In the past couple of days, the 
subject of being "picked up" has 
turned into a battle of the sexes. 
Whose fault is it? 
The females insist that it is the 
males who are to blame for their 
animalistic behavior; while the males 
blame the females for ignorance and 
loose morals. · 
In my opinion, neither sex is to 
blame . It is the fault of the individuals 
involved in the situation. 
Sporty's 
· Tuesday Night 
Mixed Drink Special 
Regular Mixed Drinks 
6.04 
7pm -lam 
>! open; 3pm 
Some people are too eager to 
become attached and as a result, take 
a simple conversation over a beer too 
seriously. 
Let's face it. Do two dances at 
Mother's and a drink mean a commit­
ment? 
Still, promises should not be made 
with the intention of ·not being 
fulfilled, for example, a phone call or a 
later date. 
This is only mere consideration for 
the feelings of others. 
If people would just sit back, relax 
and be themselves, these situations 
could be avoided. 
So remember, when a person of the 
opposite sex approaches you in a bar, 
treat him or her as you yourself would 
Name withheld by request 
T_ellingtime 
Editor,· 
It is sad· to see our society so time 
"Oock" oriented but tblit will nev,er 
change. 
· 
If the 'mechanism that keeps one's 
time is set incorrectly or not in the 
room at all, one's  daily routine will be 
set ajar. 
The clocks at Buzzard are my time 
keeper and they have made me late 
many times .  
A1so, there are clocks missing in Old 
Main� Can something be done? 
Bill Macfarlane 
Union. _ _  Pool 
Tournaments 
# Sign_ Up At Bowling Lanes 
Enter Before Feb. 22 
One Dollar Entry Fee 
·- .,_... - - - - ·- - - ._.. .- - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - .... 
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- NOTICE -
Financial Aid Students 
No student at Eastern Illinois University may receive financial aid from federal, 
state, arid /or institutional sources in excess of ten semesters (or their equivalent) 
as an undergraduate and four semesters as a graduate. In addition, a student to 
receive aid: 
1 . Must be enrolled for a minimum of twelve hours* on the official count 
day (six hours minimum for summer term) to r�ceive financial aid for 
that term, and 
2. Must have e arned 60% of the number of hours for which he was 
enrolled on the official count day of the last term attended at 
Eastern Illinois University. 
At the close of the first term in which the aid recipient fails to pass 6o% of 
the number of hours for which he is enrolled, he will be placed op. "financial - . - � 
aid probation II. At the close of the next semester or summer ses8ion on" aid, 
he will be dropped from financial aid eligibility if he fails once again to pass 
60% of the number of hours for which he is enrolled. Appeals from such dis­
qualification will be heard by a committee comp osed of: 
One member of Academic Advisement Center 
One faculty member to be appointed by the Faculty Senate 
One student to be·appointed by the Student Senate 
Vice P resident for Student Affairs 
Dean of Stu dent Academic Services 
Director of Associate Director of Admissions 
I I 
I 
I 
*Unless receiving only ISSC or BEOG whose rules permit enrolling for a 
minimum of six hours. I_ __ . - --� 11:;11 . ·- - - -·· - .. V ... I-
Campus activities 
to se ek A B f  unding 
by Cindy Davidsmeyer 
The Apportionment Board will meet 
Tuesday to discuss supplemental 
funding requests totalling $2,250 from 
fiv� student acth:ities , AB Chairperson 
Tom Dersch said Monday. 
The AB wliI meet at 5 p.m.  in · the 
Union addition Casey Room. 
Activities and boards requesting 
extra funds are the Sports and 
Recreation Board, the theatre arts 
Players, campus radio station WELH, 
Student Senate and the Eastern News, 
Dersch said. 
The Sports and Recreation Board is 
requesting $ 1 ,000 for "general overall 
costs, "  Dersch said, including labor 
costs for intramural referees and 
. secretarial help in compliling the in­
tramurals handbook. 
WELH will request $750 to buy a 
new transmitter . If WELH receives the 
money, it will match the amount of 
money in its current budget to buy 
another transmitter, Dersch said. , 
The Players are requesting $500 for 
travel expenses iIJCUrred when 
members of the "Goslings" musical 
traveled to Normal to the American 
College Theater Festival competition, "  
Dersch said . 
The Players are also _requesting that 
part of the $500 be used to reimburse 
the Theater Arts Department for a 
"mistake made by the AB, "  he said. · 
"Las_t semester they asked for funds 
to buy four spotlights . The amount 
requested was $85 1 ,  but the figures got 
turned around, so they only received 
$8 1 5 , "  Dersch said. 
The Eastern Ne'ws and Student 
Senate are both requesting line item 
changes, Dersch said, adding that 
"they are experiencing more income 
and would like to switch around their 
budgets . "  
Dersch said that the AB has $5.306 
in the revenue sharing account, "which 
is allocated to organizations who don't 
make as much money as the others, 
and which have legitimate needs for the 
extra money . ' '  
The revenue sharing account i s  made 
up of the "extra income made by 
certain organizations, ' '  Dersch said. 
Fo·r every dollar over the figure the 
organization expects to make, "we give 
them 70 percent, and the other 30 
percent goes in the revenue sharing 
fund, "  he added. 
.Society to study future _ 
Elves in February? · 
Future alternatives for business, the 
economy and employment will be 
covered in an organizational meeting 
Tuesday of the World Future Society, 
(WFS). 
The meeting will be held at 7:30 
p.m. Tuesday in Room 222 of the 
Physical Science Building. 
The group will be working to 
organize an Eastern Illinois Chapter of 
WPS, which was organized in 196Q and 
Blood drive s needs · 
student volunteers 
A meeting for potential blood drive 
volunteers will ' be held at 3 p.m: 
Tuesday in the Union addition of the 
Charleston-Mattoon Room. 
Students will be asked to ' 'help in 
directing donors, taking appoint 
ments, making posters and actually 
working in the donor and canteen 
rooms, "  Drive co-chairperson Mar­
garet Lowell said Monday. 
Student co-chairperson Sheree 
Flannigan said donors should sign up 
for appointments in the University 
Union lobby and during supper· hour in 
the dorms one week before the actual 
dnve begins . 
The blood drive will be held March 
6, 7, 8 and 9. 
Kogen to g ive recital 
Violinist Ronald Kogen , of the Music 
Department , will present a recital at 8 
p . m .  Tuesday in the Fine Arts Dvorak 
Concert Hall. 
Admission for the recital is free. 
Kogen will perfnrm "Sonata " in D , 
Opus · 5, Number 1 "  by Corelli , 
" Secon d Sonata " for violin and piano 
by Ives . " Sona to Number 3; Opus 27" 
for unaccompanied violin " by Ysaye 
and,  a double piece , " Vidui" and 
" N igun " by Block , Kogen said . 
Assisting Kogen will be his wife , 
Mary Kogen , on the piano . 
. . . . ·' . ' :.. . .  
currently consists of 20,000 members 
in 80 countries. 
Sophomore Jan Edgecomb and Peggy Hogan busily package pictures 
the floral interpretation exhibition which recently was on display in the Sar 
Art Gallery . (News photo by Craig Stockel) 
41 3 W. Lincoln 
Gateway Liquors 
. Close to Campus . 
Mid- Week Specials 
1---------....----- Tues.- Weds.- Thurs. -�-------
1 6 oz. Stroh'S 
.Returnable Bottles 5so case 
Wild Turkey 
1 0 1 proof 
straight 
bourbon 
whiskey 
5th 
899 
Leroux 
white Creme 
de Cacao 
5th 3&1 
Ice 
.48 
Sebastiani 
ountain Wines· 
full half gal. 
�urgandy 3. 3 g 
. Rose · · 
Chablis . 
Mogan David 
wine decanters 
299 
6 pak cans 
1 1& 
Jim Beam 
us 1iter gee 
King George 
Scotch 
Ot. . 525 
Gateway Liq uors - Your  Party Center 
We honor SBPC 
a45-9122 
6 pak cans 
1 1& 
Beam 
I . 
999 
•orge 
�h 
25 
:er  
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H A  hosts disco dan ce-a-thon for cr i p pled 
tive has sponsor sheets for the dance. 
She said RHA is working on plans to 
have transportation to and from the 
the 24-hour disco dance-a-thon and dance for those who need it, but plans 
le People's Weekend," both up- · are incomplete at the time. 
· 1g RHA projects . Campbell said the participants will 
1e disco dance-a-thon, sponsored · be able to enter the dance free by 
IHA and the Society's  Youth for showing their yellow sponsor · sheets 
er seals, will be held Saturday and added they do not have to collect 
Sunday at the charleston Holiday the money from their sponsors until 
to help handicapped children in after the dance. 
:em Illinois. · ' She added that a get-together will 
member Amy Campbell said be organized after the dance for all the 
ty people can enter the mara- people who pledged to tum in their 
by '.'pledges per hour" or "one ,money. Prizes will be given out to 
sum," but that people who want people with the largest pledges. 
but do not have sponsors can Campbell said that she "encourages 
the $1 cover charge. _ everyone to go out and dance, "  and 
1pbell said any RHA representa- also m1;1ounced that both wings of 
Carman Hall have pledged $100 to 
challenge the other dorms to match or 
surpass the pledge. 
Plans for "Little People's Week­
end, ' '  another RHA project, have been 
started; with the weekend of April 23 
chosen as the date for "Little 
.People's" activities. 
Dave Heiman, RHA programming 
committee chairperson, announced 
Thursday this year's theme will be, 
"The Magic Kingdom. "  
He added some ·of the activities 
planned for that weekend included a 
magic show, marshmallow roast, a 
parade and a picnic and possibly a 
carnival , with individual residence 
halls sponsoring booths at the cami­
. val . 
Also discussed at the meeting was 
work · being done by the RHA food 
committee to improve conditions in the 
residence hall food services.  
Karen James, RHA food committee 
chairperson, said Thursday RHA will 
put suggestion boxes in the food_ 
services soon to get opinions from 
.dorm residents. 
James said the boxes will b.e placed 
in the food services for about a week, 
after which the suggestions will be 
looked at by the food committee .  
Also at the meeting, Nancy Nyland RHA vice-president from Carma� Hall , was appointed by RHA President Rod Hasler as bunkbed committee chairperson. 
Proposal to ban parking 
on City Council agenda 
1 
by K.J. Pringle Street from Jackson to Van Buren and 
The Charleston City Council will the north side of Polk from Division -to 
consider Tuesday whether to ban Fourth Streets . 
parking on eight city �treets when it "I expect that the council will see 
meets at 7:30 p.m. in the City Hall . some _ public opposition to taking 
The eight proposals were tabled at parking off of those streets , especially 
the council's  Jan. 24 meeting for . on Van Buren Street from Fifth to 
. further discussion. Sixth, ' '  Street Commissioner Wayne 
The streets µnder consideration for Lanman said. 
the parking ban are both sides of 10th In addition, the council will discuss 
Street between Oliver and Locust . regulations concerning hand gun us­
Streets, the east side of 10th from age by police department officers, 
Locust Street to Vine Street, the west open bids on a chain-link fence and 
side of 10th from Locust to Poplar parking lot for the new city garage and 
Street, and either side of Harrison discuss possible improvements to Taft · 
· Street between 10th and 1 1th Streets . Street. 
Additional streets are the south side The council will also discuss a 
of Van Buren Avenue from Fifth to resolution concerning a sewer con­
Sixth Streets, the west side of Fifth struction agreement. 
PA D courses to be offered 
by Bernie Frey 
1g lady who wished to remain anonymous takes advantage of the 
'8 quietude which is often more conducive to napping than studying .  
photo by Craig Stockel) 
Registration for Personal Advanced 
Development (PAD) courses will be 
held from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Thursday in 
the . Union addition Iroquois Room, 
Mary Smith of the Housing Office said 
Monday. 
The non-credit courses are offered 
throughout the year by the Housing 
Office "at no cost or a nominal cost, " 
Smith said. 
anywhere from five in the evening to 
nine in the evening in hour or two-hour 
sessions, "  Smith said. "It depends on 
which course you're taking. Most are 
one hour courses. " 
The following COJ.lrses are included 
in the program: Appreciation of the 
Mystery Story, Backpacking Trip, 
Belly Dancing, Bicycle Repairs and 
Touring, . Billiards, Bowling, Cake 
Decorating, Chess, Guitar, Sewing for 
Beginners, Shape-Up for Spring, Sign 
dit ions sched uled for -' Eq uu_s '  
· ··ions for the theatre production 
" will be held at 7:30 p.m. 
�y and Wednesday in the 
Fine Arts Center Playroom. 
play, written by Peter S h a ff�r, 
for four women and 10 men. 
the openings call for actors to 
horses. 
-three new foreign students 
countries including Ecuador, 
and Korea will be formally 
to Eastern at Tuesday's 
.ional Tea. 
-International Tea will be held 
p.m. to 4 p.m. at the United 
Ministry at 2202 4th St. 
Anderson, adviser to 
students, will sponsor the tea, 
will be hosted by members of 
:leston Rotary and their wives .  
i n  said ' 'those who love to 
enjoy practicing foreign lang­
or would like to exchange 
and educational thoughts with 
:rsons from other countries," 
, She said the courses are taught by "Equus" is the story of a psychta· students and staff of the residence trist and his disturbed patient, a boy halls and are open to Eastern stu­who unaccountably blinded �ix horses, dent�, staff and faculty. J. Sain, publicity coord�ator for The first classes will begin Monday Doudna Fine Arts Center, .satd recent- evening, and most are one hour in ly. · . length, Smith saia. "Equus" will be presented Apnl 21 , 
' 'We try to arrange the class tim� 22, 23, 28 and 29. 
:------------w11teroijieo1ioii _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
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Language and Yoga. 
· 
SPRING 
FEVER? 
Send Them Carnations, 
· Vased! 
specia\ 5so 
Delivered 
Coupon goo d  Monday through 
Thursday, Feb .  20 · 23 , 1 978 . A·1R�IN i I Coupon good for more than one person . 'f�CJCA�E I . SHU l l l S U  l l T U UTllUl I 
. 1 1  - 9 Weekdays 1 1  - 10 Weekends . 801 w. Lincoln . . I 
Noble Flower Shop 
503 Jefferson 345-1001 
t 
a 
�" 
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H eath : Suspected Russian f l u strain. taper ing  
by John Plevka 
A suspected Russian flu strain that 
has hit the Charleston area in the past 
10 days is apparently tapering off, a 
campus health official said Monday. 
The number of students seeking 
relief for flu at the Health Service 
dropped Monday from the volume 
handled last week, Health Service 
Director Jerry Heath said. 
However, the Health Servfce still 
does not know if the strain that hit over 
100 students and numerous Charleston 
area residents last week is the Russ­
ian. or A-USSR-77 flu. 
Heath explained that cultures taken 
from apparent flu sufferers last week 
are still being analyzed by the state 
Department of Public· Health lab in 
Springfield. 
"We should know for sure one way 
or the other by Wednesday or Thurs­
day, " Heath said. 
Heath , as does at least one area 
physician, suspects that the flu is the 
Russian strain that has been confirmed 
in areas throughout the Midwest, 
including the University of Illinois in 
Champaign. 
Heath based his suspiscion that it is 
the Russian strain because "it has 
already hit all around us . "  
City Health Director and Charleston 
physician Mack Hollowell said, "I 
probably have had some cases of the 
Russian flu , but since it' s  really no 
different than any other type of flu, it's  
hard to say how many cases I have 
L- ..-I 
Dr. Jerry Heath examines junior Brian Leonard . Throat analyzed by the state. {News photo by Craig S\Qckel) 
cultures taken from flu symptom sufferers are stil l . being 
had . "  • 
However, Hollowell does not treat 
many Eastern students since most 
seek Health Service treatment. 
. ' 'This is the type of flu where it 
seems younger people · don't have 
much resistance to it, ' '  Hollowell said. 
' 'That's  prob.ably due to the fact that 
we had a strain like this a couple of 
years ago which , if you didn't catch it, 
you probably have little resistance to 
it, ' '  he added. 
· 
Like the Health Service, Sara Bush 
Lincoln Hospital officials are still 
awaiting confirmation on the type 
flu which appeared there last weet. 
A Hospital Administrator, Pa 
Jenkins, explained that lab 
taken from apparent ·flu victims 
week should also be available later 
week. 
Marvin fa vors higher Union fee increase 
(Continued from -page 1 ) 
that it would be continuing to do what 
has been done in the Union for a long 
time, which is to build anticipated 
increases in earnings into the budget 
. only to find that the increases didn't 
occur," Marvin.said . 
The president also said he is con­
cerned · about taking money from the 
bond revenue surp!us to cover the 
anticipated $37 ,000 deficit under the 
$8.20 proposal . 
Campus CliPs 
DPMA to meet 
.The Data Processing Management Club will 
meet at 8 p . m .  Tuesday in the Union additiol! 
Kansas Room, and will hear guest speaker 
Richard Sandefer of the Textbook Library. 
Junior High Majors Club to discuss ex­
periences 
The Junior High Majors Club will meet at 6 
p:m .  .Tuesday in Room 202 of Buzzard 
Education Building to discuss student teaching 
experiences . 
Baptist Student U n ion meeting set 
The Baptist Student Union will meet at 7 p . m .  
Tuesday at th� University Baptist Church on 
Seventh Street. 
Christia n Science Organization to meet 
The Christian Science Organization wil l  meet 
· at 4 p . m .  Tuesday in the Union addition Kansas 
Room. · 
Women 's Awareness Group to meet 
The Women Students Awareness Group will 
meet at 6 p . m .  Wednesday in the Union addition 
Neoga Room . 
' 'The surplus is less than $20.0,000 
now . and it may be below $ 1 50,000 at 
the end of the year,"  Marvin said . "As 
a businessman, I find it difficult to 
take another $37 ,000 out to cover the 
proposal . "  
Marvin did . say h e  agrees with 
Dersch in that interest income gained 
through investment of bond revenue 
fee money, prior to when bond 
payments are made, be separated so 
that interest . for money for Union 
bonds go to the Union and money for 
residence hall bonds go to residence 
. halls. 
"While I haven't made a -decision, "  
Marvin said, " I  feel there i s  enough 
logic in Tom's  point of view that if we 
set the fee at $ 1 0. 20, $ 1 2.25 or 
whatever that as income increases, we 
should reduce the operating fee. 
" If the money we generate is in 
excess of what it takes to operate the 
Union, I believe the fee should be 
'lowered and I will be the first 
propose that it be reduced. "  
The president pointed out that 
"prefers to have the fee as low 
possible. I am as much con 
about fee increases as anyone on 
campus. 
"The student Union issue is 
raised , not something som 
discovered. I brought the matter to 
attention of the Board (of 
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S Wimmers c;lrop thre e duals to · even record 
lty Ron Cohen 
Just four days ago Eastern's  men's 
awim team had a respectable dual meet 
. ,record of 4- 1 .  Since then, however, 
they have swam in three meets and 
finished their dual meet season even at 
·' 
The Panthers took it on the chin in 
three meets last week, first losing at 
olf mee ting 
Western Kentucky University (WKU), 
in a mike-up meet on Thursday 7 1 -42. 
Then, at Macomb Saturday , Eastern 
dropped both ends of a triangular meet 
with Western Illinois l.Jniversity (WIU) 
8 3 - 3 0  and . Western Michigan 
University (WMU) 63-5 1 .  
Head coach Ray Padovan said that 
although his squad was hampered by 
the "flu bug" all weekend, it was no 
excuse for the losses . 
" I  really don't feel that the flu ef-
fected the outcome of either the WKU 
or the WIU meets, " Padovan said, 
"but I do thip.k it hurt us in the WMU 
contest . "  
The WMU dual meet went to the 
final event-400 yard freestyle relay-
before being decided. 
· 
Eastern's  relay team of Scott Bolin, 
Dave Watson, Mike Foley and Charlie 
Dunn were clocked just two seconds 
behind the WMU and WIU entries who 
finished first and second respectively. 
The Panthers captured first place in 
only two events all weekend, both in . 
the·WKU meei . · 
Sophomore John Oller was tops in 
the 200 yard butterfly event with a time 
of 2:08 . 6  and the 400 yard relay team 
of Bolin. Watson. Folev and Joe Nitch 
also Jiaced first with an excellent tirre of 3:23.7 
"We should have beaten WMU, the 
head mentor . concluded. "That's  the 
only contest that I think the flu made a 
differenee in. ' '  
There will be a Golf meeting at S 
.m. Tuesday in the Varsity Lounge in 
Lantz Building. The meeting will 
for all interested golfers who did 
Boaters wi n i n door d e b ut at Sangamon 
compete in the Illinois lntercol­'giate Tournament held last fall , 
unced Golf coach Mike McCla-
fficials needed 
The Intramural Department needs 
Rec Volleyball officials.  Anyone 
sted in officiating should apply 
the Intramural Office , Room 147 in 
Lantz Building, announced
- Intra­
Director David Dutter. 
by Kathy Kllsal'es 
Head soccer coach Schellas Hynd­
man summed up the Panther's  parti-
. cipation in the Sangamon Indoor 
Tournament held Sunday by saying, 
"We went there to win and we came 
back with first place. "  
Hyndman was ' 'real pleased' '  with 
Eastern' s  2-1 and 4-1 victories over 
. Aurora College and a 2-1 cham­
pionship game over MacMurray Coll­
ege; especially considering the novelty 
of indoor soccer to a number of 
Panthers . 
"With the e xception of four of our 
players , none of the team had ever 
played indoors, "  Hyndman said. 
Even for those who had played 
indoors , the game took some getting 
used to because the goal measures 
four feet by 10 feet as compared to the 
outdoor net of four by 12 and each hal.l 
is 20 minutes instead of 45 . 
Despite indoor adaptations ,  the 
Panthers faired well against Aurora, 
although neither team scored until the 
second half. Striker Ross Ongaro was 
the first to light up the scoreboard with 
a goal which Aurora matched t9 even 
up the game . 
Midfielder Vicente DiBella, a new 
recruit from Brazil , took a shot to 
break the tie and put Eastern on top . 
- . . 
' ' I 'm just real happy with the whole 
tournament, "  Hyndman commented.  
' 'They played well and there seems to 
be a real strong attitude that 's  all for · 
Eastern and the team, not me as a 
coach . "  
OFFICE OF STUDENT HOUSING PRESENTS PAD 
PERSO.NAL ADV AN CED DEVELOPMENT .(NON-CREDIT COURSES) 
T h e  spring sessio n will begin F eb ru a ry 2 7 ,  1 9 7 8 
T h e  c o u rses will b e  o ffered a t  the exp ense o f  $ 1  per c o u rse fo r 
registr a tio n with th e ex cep tio ns listed b elo w .  
APPRECIATION OF T H E  MYSTERY tlOWLING 
STORY Thursday 8 :30 pm 
Mike Markus SEWING FOR BEG I N N ERS 
Union Monday 6-7 pm 
Belinda 
Veatch . 
Tuesday 6- 7 pm Terry Kroenung Learn how to bowl for fun and relaxation . Basic 
mutual learning experience through the reading of 
methods will be taught. 
selected mystery fiction , with concentration on 
Course - includes pattern selection , reading pat­
terns,  demonstrations, how to use commercial 
dyes, handwork, self-help with problems on a 
sewing project , how to determine yardage for 
'yle Stout, and Hammett · bedspreads, curtains , etc . 
Jane Reed CAKE DE CORA TING Sue Smith 
Lincoln Hall Begins April 1 0 7 -9 pm SHAP�·UP FOR SPRING Mary M. Smith Rec . Room 
' 1  course will consist' of  learning the appropriate 
1 ipment for backpacking ,  plus a backpacking trip 
the Hoosier National Forest in Indiana during the 
period of April 1 4-1 6 . · 
Course wil l consist of demonstrations on how to Tuesday: 5-6 pm 
make several different flowers and borders . Please This course will consist of "basic exercises" to 
call instructor (581-3600) for equipment needed . tone. muscles . Hopefully progression (depends on you) will run from the "pansy stage" to the "oh-
great" stage.  
Cathy Obrzut CHESS Jan Jantzen 
SIGN LANGUAGE ($3 per person)  Thursday 5-6 pm Cathy Lentz . 
Wednesday 7 pm 
Learn the art of playing chess . An introduction to 
the exotic art of belly .dancing . Just the thing for the basic rules of chess, along with the fun­
mg waistlines, slimming hips and stqmachs damental strategy of the game.  
Learn the basics of  sign language;  the alphabet and 
signs.  
developing grace and body control . Also learn 
dance rhythms and movements, costume 
ning , and how to p lay zills (finger cymbals) .  
YCLE REPAIRS -TOURING Randy 
Johnson 
how to repair your bicycle (minor adjustments 
jor replacements) . Learn from an expert how 
epare for weekend trips , equipment needed , 
body stamina. 
GUITAR 
Monday 6 : 30-8 :30 pm 
Tuesday 6 : 30-8 : 30 pm 
-
Mike Ziebka · YOGA 
( $ 1 5 per person)  Monday 7-8 pm 
Cathy Obrzut 
($3 per person) 
Experience a new sense of wel l  being . Learn one 
This course is designed exclusively for the of the oldest and finest systems of physical culture . 
beginning guitarist . . It assumes no musical Simple exercises alternate with complete relaxation 
knowledge.  Curriculum includes finger picking,  to promote a firm body and calm mind. Students 
strum patterns, finger exercises , and use of simple should wear comfortable clothing and bring a small 
chords. rug or mat. 
R E G IS T R AT IO N W ILL BE T H U R SDA Y ,  F E BR U A R Y  23 F R O M  9 -4 IN T H E  U N IO N ,  
IR OQU O IS R O O M  --- Q U E ST ION S ,  C A�
_
L :  M A R Y  S M IT H  (58 1 -3923 )  
-• 
� 
Tuesday , Feb . 2 1 , 1 Qi8 � .,,. .• � ,. I ,,. . 
Women tracksters grab 1 st d ual wi n ever 
by Doug Seymour . Audrey Morrocco and Mary Burrou-
Eastern ' s  yvomen 's  track team post- ghs negated the Bronco' s  attack in the 
ed its first official indoor victory ever 300 yard dash with second and third 
in the Lantz fieldhouse Saturday , when place finishes behind Western Mich­
they trounced Western Michigan 7 1 -4 7 · igan' s Liz1 Shon . 
The win evens · the. Panther' s  dual Prior to the distance events , East-
meet record at 1 - 1 . ern ' s  lead was narrowed to a S3-42 
Head coach Joan Schmidt said that margin . . 
Western was tough as expected in the Eastern' s  Robin Smith posted her 
high jump, 60 yard sprint and 880 yard usual stellar performance in the two 
· run but was surprisingly inexper- mile run with a 10:S8.2 followed by 
ienced in the long distance events . teammate , Denise Scopelite . Smith 
Eastern recovered from an early S-0 lapped her opponents several times 
deficit as Sue Fortune, Donna Gale during the race . 
and Gwen Varney dominated the shot Ruth Smith handily won the 1000 
put event putting the Panthers ahead yard run with a · 2:Sl .6--12 seconds 
to stay 9-S . . ahead of her nearest competitor-· 
Marsha Tate nabbed a first in the while the mile relay squad edged 
440 yard dash with a 1 :03 .S and Sue Western out 4: 19.0 to 4: 19.3 in a 
Evans'  clocking of 1 :33 .S in the 600 thriller finish. 
yard dash extended Eastern 's  lead to The _Panthers play host to Indiana 
38-21 .  State , Principia College, Indiana Uni-
Wolz also placed first in the long versity and Terre Haute Track Club at 
jump with a 1S'6" 1 1_ a.m.  Saturday . . 
Women tankers nab 
victory o ver Principia 
by Car! Gcrdovlch 
PRINCIPIA-Win number one came 
none ·too soon for Eastern' s  women 
swimmers Saturday as the tankers 
whipped Principia College 72-S9 in 
dual action. 
The win closed out the regular 
season for Eastern . with the state meet 
at Chicago Circle beginning Thursday. 
Eastern-r-s swimnit:rs jumpe<l on to :t 
fast start winning the medley . relay 
event followed with a 1 -2 finish in the 
SOO yard freestyle . 
Karen Moss, Marty Mulder, Lori 
Harris and Ronnie Lovett teamed in 
the relay for a 2 :08. 1 finish . Lovett 
placed first in the 500 yard freestyle in 
S:36.6 and . Harris second in 6:29 . 1 .  
2 BIG 
Senior Marty Mulder won tlrst' s m 
the 100 yard freestyle (1 :03 .2) , the 100 
yard butterfly (1 :07 .S) and the SO yard 
butterfly . 
Karen Moss grabbed first place 
finishes in .the SO yard breaststroke in 
:33 .8 ,  the 100 yard breaststroke and 
the 100 yard individual medley. 
Other first place finishes for Eastern 
saw Lori Harris in the SO and 200. yard 
freestyle events. 
The diving events saw Sue Berdan 
place second and Nancy Sharpe third 
in one-meter diving with Sharpe taking · 
second and Berdan third in the 
three-meter. 
rran§ler 
Hot and Juicy 
Just The Way 
You Like 'Em ! · 
BEEFS 
For Only $ }  49 
Round-Up 2 Juicy 
Roast Beef 
Sandwiches 
Specia l $ 1 .49 p rices effective th ru M a rch 5, 1978 
Wra ngler's  is now serv ing 
B rea kfa st every morn i ng. 
703 W. Lincoln 
HOU RS Sun.-Thurs. 
7 a m - 1 0  p m  Fri .  & Sat' 
. 7 a m - 1 1  p m  
345-5070 
CHARLESTON 
Schmidt figures her squad to fare 
well this weekend, "provided every­
body stays healthy, " .  
" Right now, we have about eight 
starters who are suffering from flu 
symptoms , "  she said. 
Indiana State has some good hurd� 
lers , sprinters and distance . runners 
and I also expect some tough co 
tition from Terre· Haute as w 
Schmidt said. 
"Indiana University isn't an 
tercollegiate team and Principia 
ege has only a couple of runners, so 
won't be expecting too much 
either team, " Schmidt commented. 
THE 
FACTS OF 
LIGHT. 
FACT: Pabst Extra Light 
has hall the calories of our 
regular beer. Half the calories ' 
So it's a lot less filling. 
FACT: Pabst Extra Light 
is brewed naturally. 
No artificial ingredients. 
But that's what you'd expect 
from Pabst . Naturally. 
FACT: Pabst Extra Light 
1s  the hght beer that gives you that good beer taste.  
There's never been a Light hke it .  
-
PABST EXTRA LIGHT. 
HALF THE CALORIES . 
ALL THE TASTE. NATURALLY! 
> For � 
er bed, queen 0. Portable 
6x26, $50. 
• $50. 1 9  inc 
nice, $75. Eno 
coffeetable, s , $25.  Matching 
mirror, $20. 34� 
9 LTD, power i 
• air condition 
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TheY ' re read i ng abou t  i t  i n  th e Eastern News 
� � . . .  and th� News needs photogra phers,  
• • •  
'·. �, .. � 
wri ters and copyed i tors to hel p  them do i t. 
No p r ior jou rna l ism exper ience is 
necessary . Stop by the -astern 
News off i ce in the east w i ng of the 
Student Serv i ces B u i l d ing,  or ca l l  
Lor i  M i- l ier at 5 8 1 -28 1 2 . 
Classified· Ads 
Please report classified ad errors immediately at 58 1  -
2 8 1 2 .  A correct ad will appear in the next edition . Unless 
notified , we cannot be responsible for an incorrect ad after 
its first jnsertion . 
/ For Sale 
:ers-$26 . 9 5 ;  Study lamps­
; Book cases-$ 1 9 . 95.  
Furniture . 
_________ twth · 1 2 
'O Mali�cEL ·linder, clean , 
,, Cf>. . .. . ... vnn 345-385 1 . 
""""'--------�2 2  
bed , queen size, frame ,  htr. 
Portable dog kennel 
ix26 ,  $50.  FM stereo car 
" $50. 1 9 incfl portable B& W 
nice, $75. End table with mat· 
coffeetable , $ 2 5 .  Full-sized 
$25. Matching dresser, green 
i miror, $20. 342·4048. 
,._ _________ 2 1  
Fairtane, low mileage.  Need 
, must sell . 5 8 1 -3230. 
_________ 2 1 
man's digital watch. Never 
now $40. Judy,  345-6 7 7 9 . 
�----------22 
LTD, power steering, power 
" air conditioned , new paint, 
condition . Runs great. 
235-0207 .  
__________ 2 1 
of Albums and Books· 
Prices-Excellent Con· 
91 1 Harrison(very gold house) 
phone. 
__________ 24 
:y apartment for one or two 
Available immediatel y .  
. . Call 345·3232 days. 
�-------2 7 
:V '  APARTMENTS now 
for SUMMER and FALL. 
out our summer rates. 345· 
. 00 
For Rent 
Two bedroom house, attached 
garage, unfurnished. Married couple 
preferred. 345·4846. 
Announcements 
Any and al l  typing , call Vicki 348· 
8022 or Evelyn 345-683 1 . 
___________ oo 
____________ 24 Pregnant? Talk to us. We care. 
Wanted 
Wanted to Rent-for fall '78 
semester. Large House. 7 bedrooms 
and close to campus preferred, but 
not necessary . Phone 345·6238 
____________.24 
Need ride desperately to Mt.  
Prospect or Chicago area on Fri . ,  
Feb . 2 4 .  Will pay for gas. Call Steve: 
345·2235.  
Birthright. 348·855 1 . Weekdays 3 
till 8 .  
__________ o. o 
Buy your carry out beer, liquor & 
wine at Bob's Package. Everyday low 
prices. 
----------�-00 
Pizza Oven . 345·2324.  Fast 
delivery-take out. 
---------�0-0 
B . B .  Meeley, Six months together 
and loving you more all the time . Love, 
L .S .D.  
�---------�24 2 1  
One female to sublease apt. across The Phi Beta Sigma Silhouettes are 
from campus. $70.  348·8485. havin g  a set a Ike's Thursday Feb. 2 3 .  
____ ..:_ ________ 23 All are welcome, from 9 : 00 � . .  until . 
Announcements 
Lost on campus one banana. Two 
bruises on lower half. 
___________2 1  
DOONESBURY · 
at'AY, MR. OflkE, 
I'M All CAR5. 
-AAY SHOt/1.0 I 
·Jlll?/3 '10fJ AS 
).fY GtNEl?AL. . 
MANAGER? 
___________ 23 
Notice: Permit parking will be 
enforced at Charleston Wesley U nited 
Methodist Church . Parkin g  permits 
may be obtained through 9 a.m . ·4 
p.m.  ;;tt Church office. 
___________2 2  
Announcements 
IN A BUDGET SQUEEZE? Make 
good money selling quality cosmetics, 
jewelry, family products. I ' l l  show you 
how. Call today: 345·4 1 69.  
___________ 24 
C a r p e t s  s t e a m  c l e a n e d -
reasonable rates. Quality work . 
Contact Jan Keller, 345· 7 2 7 7 .  
___________0 1  
Lonely. Need help? Call the 
combined Help Line,  Rape Line. 
Volunteers take calls daily, 3 p . m .  
until 7 a . m .  Trained women offer 
personal contact and assistance in 
case of an assault. Phone: 
Charteston-345·2 1 62 ,  Mattoon-
235·4 1 79 .  
______ _ _____ twf 
Introducing natural,  high-quality,' 
heatthful Shaklee products. Call 
Karen at 345·3845 and I 'l l  call on you 
at your convience. 
--------�-�24 
Happy 20th Birthday Reefer from 
the _4th floor Bong Corp. Alkie ,  
Penaly,  Shotgun , Bongin' Beauty and 
Resin Lungs. Stay High 
___________2 1  
Announcements 
This could have been your 
classified ad. To find out how. call 
Marty at 5 8 1 -281 2 .  
Lost and Found 
Lost: Brown clutch purse in  Buz· 
zard. If found,  please call 58 1 ·3307 .  
_____________2 2  
Lost: Set o f  keys on a large red A 
initialed key chain . If found,  please 
call 581  ·3856. 
____________23 
Lost: White German Sheperd with 
black collar. Answers to the name 
"Caesar . "  REWARD. 345-9663. 
_____________2 1  
Lost: Black briefcase o n  Woodlawn 
or 9th to Lincoln . 345-4243. 
_____________23 
Found :  One silver colored Ford 
type key on sidewalk at NW corner of 
McAfee. Call 235·454 2 .  
___________24 
Lost: Baby blue down coat. 
REWARD .  345·7200 
___________23 
5()11£! SiJPPOSE, 
JI/ST SUPPC6e, 
YW'� BE&N 
PtAYJNG Kii.ME/?. 
a.I a.llY 50 M65. 
£EXEJ:Plt./E, SEE?.. 
<'�Y.. 
- �sf� ,--(-=-�""----
COST PER DAY:  50 cents for 1 O words or less , $ 1  for 1 1  ·20 words . Students get 50 per cent 
discount after first day , if paid in advance. All ads under $ 2  MUST be paid in 
advance. Name and phone number are required for office purposes. 
A N D  R U N  FOR DAYS. 
NAM E :  PHONE: ��-���� 
A D D RESS : 
Place ad and money in envelope and deposit in Eastern News box in U n ion or 
bring to News office in Student Services Bui ld ing by noon the day before it is to 
run . 
. . . .  ' '# ' t f' ' • ' ' _, ' • •  ' • ' ' • •  _. • 
. " t • 't •  . .. . . .. • · 11t ... ,. .,.. .. ' • • •. ,. .. .. 'f "'  
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Tourney bid expected 
Panthers sin k  R iverman 8 1  - 7 2  
by Rudy Ruettiger 
Eastern .virtually assure� itself of a 
post season . bid with an 81-72 victory 
over the University of Missouri at St. 
Louis (UMSL) Monday night before 
2,500 fans at Lantz Gym . 
If the Panthers receive their bid, 
which is expected to be announced 
Tuesday afternoon , Eastern may also 
be the most likely spot to host the 
Great Lakes Regional . 
The coal strike that has affected 
Ohio, could cause problems for 
Youngstown State , University, a lead­
ing contender for a bid, for hosting the 
regionals on March 3 and 4.  
Eastern and Youngstown have the 
only facilities available in the Great 
Lakes Regional that meet the NCAA II 
stipulations .  
The win over UMSL Monday put the 
Panthers at 17-9, but as far as the 
regional selection committee is con­
cerned, Eastern 's  record is only 16-9 
because the forfeit over Spring Arbor 
of Michigan is not being considered a 
win for the record. 
Craig De Witt led Panthers in the 
first half of play,  kept the Rivermen at 
bay, as DeWitt continually kept the 
ball in play with his hustle and 
alertness.  
De Witt finished the first half with 13 
points and nine rebounds , but also 
picked up three fouls before halftime · 
that led to his quick departure in the 
second half. 
De Witt collected his fourth foul of 
· the . game in the early minutes of the 
second half after a turnover by the 
P� nthers . DeWitt 's  attempt to block 
The three senior Eastern basketball players were honored last night with 2 5 other All-Americans from seven sports . Coach Don Eddy made the presentations to ( left to 
· right) Derrick Scott ( 1 4f, Charlie Thomas (20),  and Patterson ( 44) . who were playing their final regular 
home game Monday. (News photo by Craig Stoc 
an UMSL shot at 18:32 after the 
turnover, put him on the bench for 
over 10 minutes by head coach Don 
Eddy. 
Center Dennis Mumford also de­
parted early in the second half at 18:57 
when he picked up his fourth foul. 
The Panthers were able to overcome 
the two big men' s  absence by pres­
suring UMSL into 14 turnovers in the 
second half. 
· 
Eastern News 
The Panthers top point g 
DeWitt, who pumped in 19 
Thomas was next in line with 1 4  
and Scott had 13 points . 
2 5 All-Am·ericans receive 
honors from past year 1 2 
Sports . 
Tuesday , Feb . 2 1 , 1 
Twenty-five Eastern AII-
American athletes plus additional 8 
All-State performers from 7 sports, 
and three Panther basketball players 
playing their last home game were 
honored Monday night at halftime 
of the Eastern-UMSL game at Lantz 
Gym. 
Eastern Athletic Director Mike 
Mullally introduced the respective 
coaches for ali the sports , who then 
made the-presentation. 
Basketball coach Don Eddy was 
the first to step to the mike ·and 
address the large Lantz crowd. 
Eddy presented awards to three 
seniors on the team, guards Charlie 
Thomas , Derrick Scott and William -
Patterson. 
Thomas, Eastern' s  fifth all-time 
leading scorer, and Scott, closing on 
the career assist record, were 
presented basketballs with - their 
individual records printed on them 
t o  c o m m e r a t e  t h e i r  a c ­
complishments o n  the hardwood . 
Patterson received a four-year 
letterman' s  watch for his years at 
Eastern. 
Tom Woodall ,  Cross-Country 
Coach ,of the Year, . brought his 
seven All-Americans to receive their 
awards. 
Joe Sheeran, John Mcinerney, 
Casey Reinking, Duncan McHugh, 
John Christy and Bill Bandy were 
the Harriers to receive plaques. 
Sheeran also received an All­
American honor for Division I, the 
first Eastern runner to accomplish 
this feat . 
Coach Neil Moore presented 
seven . All-American award to his 
track performers . Charles Hollis, 
Mike Dominick , Martex Smith, 
Terry Carpenter , Gerry Byrne, 
Casey Reinking and Jose de Sola 
were the tracksters honored. 
· 
The swimming honors were then 
passed out to Joe Nitch , Scott Bolin, 
Dave Watson, Brian Forsberg, Tim 
Sullivan and Scott Koznar who 
received All-American awards from 
coach Ray Padovan . 
Wrestling coach Ron Clinton then 
presented five awards to Dave 
Klemm, Ralph McCausland, Barry 
Hintze , Bob Stout and to the 
graduated Ed Torrejon . 
Former baseball coach J .W. San­
ders presented AU-State awards to 
Tom Doyle , a left-handed pitcher, 
and to Rick Doss, a third baseman . 
New head football coach Darrel 
Mudra giwe out All-state plaques to 
three Panther football players . Jeff : 
Gossett, Marcus Potts and Chris 
Cobb all received honors . 
Wrest lers pound I S  
·unbeate·n streak is 2 
by Brad Patterson 
NORMAL-The Eastern wrestlers 
stretched their long undefeated streak 
to 20 straight matches Sunday, as they 
scored a surprisingly easy 28- 1 3 win 
over the I llinois State Redbirds . 
The Panthers , coming off a big 2 1 -
1 8  victory over Cal Poly on Friday 
night , kept their momentum up as they 
raised their dual meet record to 8-0- 1 . 
for the season . 
The Panthers won seven of the ten 
weight classes , and had two grapplers 
record pins . 
Randy Blackman opened the match 
by pinning ISU' s Steve Leavitt at 7 : 30 
of the match . Also recording a pin was 
Bob Stout , who pinned Carl Glasper at 
6 : 30 in the 1 90 pound match . 
Doug Schafer prevailed at 1 26 
pounds , beating Bob Porter of I llinois 
State 8-3 , while Barry Hintze raised his 
season record to 27-4 by decisioning 
J im Pavella 9-3 at 1 5.0 pounds . 
At 1 77 pounds, Eastern' s  Ken Lewis 
dominated Illinois State 's  Al Lindsey, 
scoring a major decision ( 1 7-6) over 
Li�dsey. 
' · , � , . . 
Heavyweight Dave Klemm 
Randy McAllister 6-0 to up his 
to 24-3 . 
Junior Al Pearson wrestled 
match of the season, and drop 
3 decision to Mars.hall Batton 
1 42 pound match . Pearson was 
in for Ralph McCausland, w 
being rested . 
Rudy Ruettiger was decisi 
ISU's  Gilden McClem 1 1 -7 in 
pound match, and Eastern's 
Ejankowski was pinned by ISU' 
Day in 2 :28 at f90 pounds . 
"This was basically a I 
match, "  said coach Ron 
"after our win over Cal Poly, 
not as high pr�ssure. ' '  
Clinton did not expect to 
Redbirds that handily, but as 
"We continue to wrestle with t 
confidence. Every match · we 
getting better . "  
The Panthers have one fi 
match left on the schedule, o 
nesday, as they travel to Bloo · 
Ind. to take on the Indiana H 
the third Big 1 0  team the wrest! 
met this season. 
Wedn 
ea� 
liciti 
